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The importance of 
continuous learning
Use reading, other meaningful information to enhance your life

By: EARL HEARD
Founder and CEO 
       BIC Alliance

FEATURE

Great Stories  
 Need Telling!

BIC Media Solutions connects investors, filmmakers 
and publishers to help fund, co-produce and market 
inspirational and faith/family friendly media, including 
films, documentaries, TV, books and events.
 • Feature length films and television series
 •  Educational and promotional industrial videos
 • Custom books ranging from inspirational to  
  sports, patriotism and children’s books
 • Red carpet film screenings and film festival  
  marketing and events
 •  Strategic marketing consultation and speaking 

services on topics such as Energy and/or 
Media Entrepreneurship, Turning Adversity into 
Opportunity, Finding Film Investors or Energy 
Investors and Entrepreneurship—Going to Rock 
Bottom and Back

If you are a filmmaker or publisher who is seeking 
investors and/or marketing partners, or someone 
who is interested in investing in inspirational, faith/
family friendly movies, contact us today!

For more information about telling your story, content 
creation, marketing & social impact campaigns, event 
planning, and promotional services, call Earl Heard at 
(800) 460-4242 or email earlheard@bicalliance.com.

Achievers A collection of inspirational 
stories from business & industry
greats of today & yesterday

Earl Heard & Br ady Porche 
Publishers of It’s What We Do Together That Counts & Energy Entrepreneurs

Industry

FILM & MEDIA CONSULTATION & INVESTMENTS, CONTENT CREATION, 
MARKETING & SOCIAL IMPACT CAMPAIGNS, CUSTOM PUBLISHING AND EVENT PLANNING 

www.bicmediasolutions.com

BIC Magazine
With more than 100,000 readers, BIC targets key 

decision makers in industries such as oil and gas, 

refining, chemical, pulp and paper, and power.

Interviews with top industry executives.

Departments covering industry concerns such as 

safety, maintenance, purchasing and the environment.

Features that discuss industry’s hot topics.

Marketing campaigns include ongoing editorial and 

access to our database for prospecting.

Bonus distributed at more than 50 events and trade  

shows annually and mailed to 77 countries.

IVS Investment Banking

IVS offers a complete line of investment banking 

services to business owners and management 

teams. Since 2008, IVS has completed more than 

$210 million in transactions.

Management led buyouts.

Leveraged recapitalizations.

Sell side M&A and growth capital financings.

Company valuation services.

Proven experience in merger/acquisition matchmaking.

BIC Recruiting
BIC Recruiting finds the most qualified candidates for 

open positions in the energy sector.

Network of more than 15,000 industry contacts.

90-day guarantee.

C-level positions, sales and marketing, and other 

key positions.

FEATURES

Development of Strategic Marketing Plans

Direct Marketing to Key Clients & Prospects  

through BIC Magazine

Custom Book Publishing

E-Newsletters/Banner Advertising/Webinars

Event Planning

Speaker Services/Keynote Presentations

Management & Marketing Training

B U S I N E S S  &  I N D U S T R Y  C O N N E C T I O N
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A 
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BOOKS

SPEAKING  
& EVENTS MOVIES

L ive as if you were to die tomorrow. 
Learn as if you were to live forever.” 

— Mahatma Gandhi
 According to recent research, only 
seven out of 10 American adults have 
read a book within the past year, whether 
in whole or in part. I wish this number 
was 10 out of 10 adults, and not just one 
book per year but several titles, includ-
ing fiction and nonfiction. Why? I was 
fortunate enough to learn the value of 
a book and the importance of reading 
early on in life. When I was in school at 
Istrouma Senior High in Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana, in 1959, the school newspaper 
ran an article that explained the value of a 
book and, more importantly, reading. The 
story asked, “What person could sit down 
and explain anything to someone with 
the clarity of a book? What person is as 
patient as a book, which explains a matter 
as many times as a reader’s eyes desire to 
rescan the lines of its pages?”
 Personally, three sentences I always 
love to hear people say are “I am a 
Christian,” “My family life is great” and 
“I love to read.” Studies have shown the 
most successful people read an average 
of two to three hours per day. It’s said 
reading is a first step for many things, 
which builds more solid stairs to climb 
to achieve something great. Reading is an 
excellent activity for exposing yourself 
to new ideas, self-improvement, gain-
ing experiences from other people, and 
boosting your imagination and creativity. 
As Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, “A 
man is known by the books he reads.” I 
believe this to be true, but I also believe 
everything we read, watch and listen to 
makes us who we are.
 We’re all taught early on how reading 
is crucial to our development, growth and 
education. If you fell behind with your 
reading skills while in school, you were 
placed in the “remedial” reading class. 
If you read a certain number of books in 
a school year, you received a reward or 
prize. As adults, there’s no one to watch 
over us to ensure we are continuously 
learning and reading. It can be difficult to 
read, whether it’s in the form of a book, 
magazine or newspaper, because of our 
hectic schedules at work and home. But it 
is up to us to make time, continue to read 
and, in a greater sense, continue to learn.  
 Just as doctors, lawyers and accoun-
tants must have ongoing training, we must 
all be continuously learning throughout 
our everyday lives. Whether it’s reading 
a book or magazine, watching a docu-

mentary, visiting a museum or traveling 
somewhere new, it’s important to have 
that passion and joy for learning. Here 
at BIC Alliance, one of our cornerstones 
of success is trying to instill in everyone 
both a joy for reading and a passion for 
learning. In fact, we felt so strongly about 
continuous learning, we included 80 of 
our best lessons in BIC Media Solutions’ 
book, “Earl’s Pearls,” which is available 
for complimentary download at www.
BICMediaSolutions.com.
 Another reason we have to continue to 
learn, particularly in the 21st century, is 
the speed of change. The speed of change 
in today’s technology is one way to look 
at the importance of continuous learning. 
For example, social media applications 
such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn 
didn’t exist a few years ago. Now they’re 
some of the most popular social media 
sites, and they’re being used in every 
industry and to conduct sales.  

 Whether you’re a small-sized local 
contractor or a global billion-dollar oil 
and gas company, hiring individuals who 
maintain a passion for learning is a must. 
A passion for learning can make a per-
son great. And as the author Jim Collins 
wrote in his book, “Good to Great,” 
“Greatness is not primarily a function 
of circumstance, but largely a matter of 
conscious choice and discipline.”
 I recommend joining trade and indus-
try organizations that encourage learning 
the most current information and sharing 
ideas. I also recommend not only reading 
BIC Magazine and other important educa-
tional or inspirational materials but also 
tabbing articles and sharing them with oth-
ers. Whether it is reading, on-the-job train-
ing or watching educational/inspirational 
TV and films, by dedicating yourself to 
continuous learning, you can get ahead in 
every aspect of your life. All it takes is a 
little commitment. Remember, the more 
you learn, the more you earn.
 For more information about 
the importance of reading and 
continuous learning, visit www.
BICMediaSolutions.com or call (800) 
460-4242. •

“

By dedicating yourself to 
continuous learning, you 
can get ahead in every 
aspect of your life. 

Trejo to host ‘Rock Bottom 
and Back’
BIC Media Solutions

T he new docu-reality television series 
and companion book “Rock Bottom and 

Back” by BIC Media Solutions chronicle 
the personal stories of people from all walks 
of life who have overcome insurmountable 
adversities — from celebrities to not-so-
famous ordinary people. Their stories are 
heartfelt, authentic and real.
 BIC Media Solutions has enlisted 
Hollywood film actor Danny Trejo, who 
will host the “Rock Bottom and Back” docu-
series and DVD that is also available. After 
a troubled childhood and extensive prison 
time, Trejo turned his life around and has 
now appeared in approximately 200 films.
 Earl Heard, founder and CEO of 
BIC Alliance, hopes the stories in “Rock 
Bottom and Back” will inspire people 
everywhere to pursue their dreams no mat-
ter their circumstances.
 “People like myself, Danny and those 
featured in ‘Rock Bottom and Back’ sur-
vived and flourished, and now we want to 
help others do the same,” Heard said.

 The companion book with the same title, 
written by New York Times best-selling 
author Susan Mustafa, and the DVD will be 
released in June. Los Angeles-based enter-
tainment marketing consultant Tracy Balsz 
has been commissioned to assist BIC Media 
Solutions in branding and bringing aware-
ness to “Rock Bottom and Back.” Mission 
Media Productions is co-producing the docu-
series and DVD, and enlisting the less fortu-
nate to work on the project.
 For more information about pre-
release discounts when purchasing 
books and DVDs by the case, visit 
www.BICMediaSolutions.com, or 
contact Earl Heard or Rose Gladner 
at (800) 460-4242. •

BUSINESS UPDATE

 Film actor Danny Trejo, left, visits with YASNY 
Entertainment’s Tracy Balsz on the set of BIC Media 
Solutions’ “Rock Bottom and Back.” BIC Media 
Solutions is thrilled to have Trejo as the host of this 
film project, and he will also be featured in the book.


